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A Report on Annual Day Function
“GOONJ 2014 – The Wave Of Talent”
HJD Institute of Technical Education and Research , celebrated its Annual Day Function on
5th April 2014. Along with Chairman Shri Jagdish Halai and Principal Dr. Rajesh Patel other guests
of honor were Shri Vinod Panchani Sir, Mrs Kanta Halai ,Shri Hiren Vyas , Mrs.Jashodaben Halai,
Col M.S. Johar and Shri Rajesh Bhatt who graced the occasion , with their presence.

Mr Pritesh Makand , Vice Principal welcomed the delegates. The Annual Day Function
commenced with Lightening of the lamp by Chairman Sir, Shri Jagdish Halai , Principal Dr. Rajesh
Patel and the invited delegates. Dr Rajesh Patel gave an inspirational speech, welcoming the guests
and led the function open. The programme was ushered in, by a welcome dance on Ganesha Stuti
by students of 7th Semester. The Vice Principal, Mr. Pritesh Makand addressed the Gathering by
presenting the College report, tracing the progress in major events and achievements of the College.
This was followed by the Prize distribution ceremony, wherein 61 students who secured 1st, 2nd,
and 3rd rank in GTU Winter 2013, were awarded .The delegates gave the prizes for proficiency and
excellent academic performances made by the students.

The students presented a colorful spray of their talents by dancing to the tunes of various
songs. The other events included singing, dancing, mime, mimicry, garba , one act play etc. and
many other .The students made the maximum use of the show , to spread the awareness regarding
the importance of “Voting” as Elections were nearby by enacting a play. The elegant and magnificent performances in various events by the students mesmerized the audience. The most riveting
performance was the mime, which beautifully represented the message of „UNITY IN DIVERSITY” and won an unceasing applause from the audience.

The programme ended with a fashion show, by the senior girls and boys representing different cultures and highlighting their talent which added an amazing enthusiasm to the show. The outgoing batch of semester 8th offered their tribute to the Institute in the form of a skit, wherein they
recalled their sweet memories, their love and respect towards the Institution. The confidence and the
superb performance of the students on the stage kept the audience glued to their seats, throughout
the show.

On the whole, the show which was the fruit of many hours of tireless work of whole Cultural Committee which included faculties and students as well was acknowledged by Mr.Darshit
Brahmbhatt in his vote of thanks. The name “GOONJ” has really left a remarkable lasting influence
on everyone.

